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A formal method for proving unitary equivalence of unitary transforma- 
tions U and V in a Hilbert space $9 is given by the theory of wave limits. The 
wave limit W = W( U, V) associated with U and V is the partially isometric 
transformation of smallest kernel such that the identity 
holds for every element g of the space whenever f is in the range of the 
adjoint W* of W. This definition implies that 
in the metric of SF whenever f is in the range of W*. The transformation is 
of interest because it is a solution of the equation VW = WU. The range of 
W is a reducing subspace of V, the range of W* is a reducing subspace of U, 
and the restrictions of U and V to these subspaces are unitarily equivalent 
under W. A fundamental problem is to determine the ranges of Wand W*. 
A method of Rosenblum [l] and Kato [2] shows that the range of W* contains 
every element of the Hilbert space which is absolutely continuous with 
respect to U if U - V is of trace class. We obtain a similar conclusion under 
a weaker hypothesis which is stated on the characteristic operator function 
of the perturbation problem. We take the square summable power series 
approach to the theory of characteristic operator functions, de Branges and 
Rovnyak [3]. 
Let F? be a fixed Hilbert space which is used as a coefficient space. By a 
vector we always mean an element of this space. By an operator we mean a 
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bounded linear transformation of vectors into vectors. A bar is used for the 
adjoint of an operator. The absolute value symbol is used for the norm of a 
vector and for the operator norm of an operator. If b is a vector, let 6 be the 
linear functional on vectors defined by the inner product &z = (a, b). Let 
U(Z) be the Hilbert space of square summable power series f(z) = C a,@ 
with vector coefficients, Ilf lj2 = C 1 a, 12. 
If B(z) is a power series with operator coefficients which converges and 
represents a function B(w) which is bounded by one in the unit disk 1 w I = 1, 
then B(z)f(z) belongs to U( ) h x w enever f(z) belongs to %‘(z), and the 
inequality ]j B(x)f(x) I/ < /If(x) /I holds for every element f(n) of V(x). 
The B-norm of an element f(z) of g(x) is defined by 
Ilfc4 II: = suPw@) + W&) II2 - II&9 FL 
where the supremum is taken over all elements g(z) of U(z). The set Z’(B) 
of elements of finite B-norm is a Hilbert space in the B-norm. The series 
[f(z) -f(O)]/x belongs to S’(B) wheneverf(z) belongs to S(B), and the 
inequality 
II Lfw -fW~ II; < Il.m II; - If(O> I2 
holds for every elementf(z) of Z?(B). The series [l - B(z) &w)]c/(l - xE) 
belongs to 3’(B) f or every vector c when I w I < 1. The identity 
Eflw) = <f(z), [I - Blz) B(w)l c/(1 - z@))B 
holds for every elementf(a) of Z’(B). 
A necessary and sufficient condition for a space .8(B) to be contained 
isometrically in U(Z) is that it contain no nonzero element of the form 
B(z) L(z) with L(z) in U(z). Th e overlapping space 2 = pB of a space s(B) 
is the set of elements L(z) of g(z) such that B(z)L(z) belongs to &‘(B).The 
overlapping space is a Hilbert space in the norm 
II 44 II% = IIJW II2 + II w4w ll”B * 
The series [L(z) -L(O)]/z belongs to 23 whenever L(z) belongs to 9, and 
its norm does not exceed the norm of L(z). The transformation 
w + W) - WI/ z h as an isometric adjoint in 9. Overlapping spaces 
are examples of Z(q) spaces. 
If p(s) is a power series with operator coefficients, which converges in the 
unit disk, such that 
Re dw) = 3 hW + &41 2 0 
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for 1 w j < 1, then a space X’(B) exists, 
Let Z(q) be the set of power series L(z) with vector coefficients such that 
[I + B(z)] L(z) belongs to Z(B). Then .5?(y) is a Hilbert space in the norm 
II 44 Ils?i”(m~ = II u + W)l -w4 IIB * 
The series [L(z) - L(O)]/z belongs to Z(v) whenever L(z) belongs to T(y), 
and its norm does not exceed the norm of L(z). The transformation 
L(x) -+ [L(x) - L(O)]/z has an isometric adjoint in g(p). The elements of 
P(v) are convergent power series in the unit disk. The series 
4 [y(z) + q(w)] c/( 1 - .zC) belongs to Z(p) for every vector c when 1 w / < 1, 
and the identity 
holds for every element L(z) of P(v). 
If -Ep(y) is a given space, the extension space C?(F) is a Hilbert space whose 
elements are pairs (f(z), g(z)) of p ower series with vector coefficients. (See 
the proof of Theorem 10 in the appendix of [3].) The pair (f(z), g(z)) belongs 
to 8(q) iff(z) belongs to Z”(q) and if g(z) = C u,zn where 
x”f(z) + q)Zn-l + ... + a,-, 
belongs to UP for every n = 0, 1,2,..., and the sequence of norms 
II e(z) + q@-l + ... + %-1 lIP(d 
is bounded. The norm sequence is nondecreasing since the transformation 
W) -+ WC4 - -WI/ z d oes not increase norms. The norm in B(v) is defined 
bY 
II (f(4, g(4) Ilm = ;z II efc4 + w+ + *** + %-1 Ilab) * 
The transformation 
(f(4, g(4) + (LfM -fKw, Qw + f(O)) 
is unitary in a(,). The transformation (f(z), g(z)) -f(z) is a partial 
isometry of 8(p) onto g(p)). If 5?(v) is a given space, a space P(cJJ*) exists, 
where 
y*(x) = CC$&P if d4 = c %Jn. 
The pair 
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belongs to B(p) for every vector c when / w 1 < 1. The identity 
cf (w) 
= ((f (Gg(G (4 [F(X) + G4w)l cm - x39 : b*c4 - a41 c/k - wm 
holds for every element (f(z), g(z)) of a(,). The transformation 
(f(x), g(a)) -+ (g(a), f (.z)) is an isometry of C?(P) onto 6(~*). 
The given information in a perturbation problem is a pair of unitary 
transformations in the same Hilbert space. It can also be a pair of unitary 
transformations in different Hilbert spaces if some isometric correspondence 
between the spaces is specified. We use a particular correspondence between 
extension spaces of L?(q) spaces. 
THEOREM 1. Let 9(p) and 9’(#) be given spaces such that 
PM K4 = 1 = $44 944* 
Then the transformation 
(f(z), g(z)) - (#(x)f (z), - $*(x) g(z)) 
takes C?(V) isometrically onto b(4). 
A canonical model reduces the most general perturbation problem to this 
situation. 
THEOREM 2. Let U and V be unitary transformations in a Hilbert space A“. 
Assume that the dimension of the range of U - V does not exceed the dimension 
of the coefficient space S??. Then there exist partially isometric transformations P 
and Q of Z onto spaces b(q~) and &($I), related as in Theorem 1, with these 
properties: 
(1) The identity ([f(z) -f (O)]/x, zg(z) + f (0)) = PUh holds whenever 
(f 69, g(x)) = Ph. 
(2) The identity ([u(z) - u(O)]/ z, m(z) + u(0)) = QVh holds whenever 
(44,vW = Qh. 
(3) The identity 
(44, v(4) = ($Wf (z), - $*(z) g(z)) 
holds whenever (f(z),g(z)) = Ph and (u(z), V(Z)) = Qh. 
(4) The kernel of P, which is equal to the kernel of Q, is the set of elements h
of X such that U”h = Vnh for every integer n. 
The functions I and #(a) with these properties are said to be character- 
istic operator functions of the perturbation problem, If U-V is of trace class, 
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there exists a choice of characteristic operator functions such that the coef- 
ficients of p-(x) - i and #(z) + i are of trace class. The canonical model 
is used to compute wave limits. The main tool in the construction is an 
isometry taking square summable elements of Z(v) into the overlapping 
space of the corresponding space Z(B). 
THEOREM 3. Let X(B) b e a given space with overlapping space 9(O), 
and let T be multiplication by B(z) as a transformation in U(x). Iff(.z) is in 
Q?(z), a necessary and su@ient condition that (1 + T) f belong to S(B) is that 
(1 + T*) f belong to Z(e). In this case 
11 (1 + T)f liB = 11 (1 + T*)f kzw . 
It follows that 1 + T* maps the square summable elements of U(q) 
isometrically into Z(O). The transformation has a dense range in Y(O) if an 
additional hypothesis is made on the characteristic operator function. 
THEOREM 4. In Theorem 3 assume that there exists a nonzero power series 
x(z) with complex coe@ients such that X(Z) and x(x) y(x) represent functions 
which are bounded by one in the unit disk. Then a den-se set of elements of 2’(d) 
are in the range of 1 + T*. 
Such a majorant always exists if the coefficients of p)(z) - i are of trace 
class. In this case, de Branges [4] shows that the function 
x(z) = l/det[l + +) - i] 
has the required properties. We relate the transformation of Theorem 3 to 
the wave limit. 
If Z(B) is a given space, the extension space 9(B) is another Hilbert space 
whose elements are pairs of power series with vector coefficients. (See the 
proof of Theorem 5 in the appendix of de Branges and Rovnyak [3].) By 
definition, a pair (f(x), g(z)) belongs to 9(B) if f (x) belongs to ti(B) and 
if g(x) = C U,.P where 
#f(z) - B(2) (a&f-l + -a- + q-1) 
belongs to Z’(B) for every r = 1, 2, 3,..., and if the sequence of numbers 
is bounded. The sequence is nondecreasing. Its limit is taken as the definition 
Of 11 (f@), id+ l&B, * The space 9(B) is a Hilbert space in this norm, The 
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transformation (f(x), g(x)) +f( z is a partial isometry of 9(B) onto S!?(B). ) 
The series 
belongs to 9(B) whenever (f(z), g(x)) belongs to 9(B). The identity 
holds for every element (f(z),g(z)) of 9(B). The pair 
([l - B(x) B(w)] c/(1 - ZE), [B*(z) - B(w)] c/(2 - E)) 
belongs to B(B) for every vector c when ) w 1 < 1. The identity 
= ((f 649&h w - w &4l c/u - =q> LB*@) - w41 cl@ - w,,, 
holds for every element (f(z), g(z)) of 9(B). The transformation 
(f(z), g(z)) -+ (g(z), f (3)) takes .9(B) isometrically onto LS(B*). 
There exists an analogue of Theorem 1 for the extension spaces of a space 
.LZ’(~) and of a corresponding space Z(B). 
THEOREM 5. Let 9’(p) be a giwen space and let Z’(B) be the corresponding 
space such that 
w = 11 - 9441/~1 + &41* 
Then the transformation 
(f (4, g(4) + (i-1 + Wlf (4, - 11 + ~*cdl&)> 
is an isometry of &(q~) onto 9(B). 
We also use relations between the extension space of a space S(B) and the 
extension space of its overlapping space. 
THEOREM 6. Let N(B) be a given space with overlapping space P(O). Then 
the extension space &‘(t9) of P(e) is the set of pairs (f(z), g(z)) of elements of 
V(z) such that (B(x) f (z), -g(z)) belongs to d(B). The identity 
II (f (49gW IECe, = IIf@) II2 + II (B(Nf(4, -g(4) II%(B) 
hoZa3 for ewery element (f(z), g(2)) of B(B). 
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THEOREM 7. Let P(B) be a given space with overlapping space A?‘(e). 
Let S be the transformation (f(z), g(x)) + (B(z)f(x), --g(z)) of 6(O) into 
9(B), and let S* be the a4oint transformation taking 9(B) into J?(O). If 
(h(z), k(z)) beZongs to 9(B) and if 
then 
S* : OG), k(4) -+ (~(4 PM>, 
S” : (PC4 - W91/~, x44 - B*(z) h(O)) - ([p(z) - p(o)]/x, q(z) + p(o)) 
II (44,W) II&B, = II 44 II2 + II (PM d4) IIke) - 
Consider spaces Z(v) and 3(B) which are related as in Theorem 5. 
If (f(z), g(z)) is in E(p) and if (U(X), v(z)) is in 3(B), then 
(([I + BGQlf(4, - [I + B*b)l g(4), (u@)> +)hB) 
- (([l + B(41 If (4 -f P)l/% - [1 + B*(z)1 LT(4 +f @)l)P 
([u(z) - u(o)]/? X+) - B*(z) u(“)h(B, 
= fw P + Wlf (0) 
+ <([f(~) + +)f (4 -f (0) - Wf (0)1/z, - 41 + B*(z)1 id4 
- B*(x) [l + W)lf (ON, G4.4 - @)I/~, 44 - B*(x) 4Wsm 
- a[1 + BWI [f (4 -f Ml/% - [1 + B*(z)1 M4 +f WI), 
(b@) - u(o)]/? z+> - B*(x) u(“)h(B) 
= W) P + Wlf (0) + WC4 - Wlf (0)/x, [1 - B*(z) W9lf (Oh 
([u(x) - u(o)]/& =‘(X) - B*(z) u(“)h(B) 
= Q) [I + Wlf (0) - c(O) Wf (0) = c(O)f (0). 
Let (f&9, g,(4) be th e e 1 ements of B(y) defined inductively byf,(z) = f (z) 
and g,,(z) = g(z) and by 
fn+d4 = [fn(x) - fnvm, &,I(4 = %@) + fn(0) 
for n = 0, 1, 2 ,... . Let (uJz>, q(z)) be the elements of 9(B) defined induct- 
ively by U,,(Z) = U(Z) and w,,(a) = V(Z) and by 
%+&4 = [%e) - %(W7 vntl(.z) = m,(z) - B*(z) u,(O) 
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for 72 = 0, 1, 2 ,... . On iterating the last identity we obtain 
<([I + +)lf(d, - [I + B*(z)ldz)h tu(z), v(z))hB) 
- ((11 + B(d]f,(z), - [1 + B*(z)]&)), b-t'+ v&))>9(B, 
= &z. + * '* + &r-lur-l 
for every r = 1,2,3,..., wheref(z) = C a,$’ and u(z) = C b,xn. From this 
we obtain the inequality 
By a generalized limit Lim we mean a linear functional on bounded sequences 
( co , Cl , c2 ,a** ) of numbers such thtit- 
I Lim c, I < sup I c, I 
for every sequence and such that 
Lim c, = lim c, 
n-Ku 
whenever the sequence converges. Some fixed choice of generalized limit 
is made in what follows. Iff(z) = C a,~ and g(x) = C b,@ are power series 
with vector coefficients such that the partial sums s, = &,a0 + **- + &u, 
are bounded, we define 
(f, g) = Lim s, . 
THEORRM 8. Let S(v) be a given space, let H(B) be the corresponding 
space such that 
w = P - d4l/P + 9-w~ 
and let Z(B) be the overlapping space of Z(B). Then there exists a unique 
transformation W(O, p’) of 6(y) into b(B) which is bounded by one, which sutisjes 
the identity 
<(P + 44lf (4, - [1 + B*wl &a, (4% +))>sw 
- <(B(d@), - +))t (UtJ+ v(z))hB) = (f(& 'J(z)> 
for every element (u(z), v(z)) of 9(B), and which satisfies the identity 
w4, yb4) = (f(49 [1 + WI 43) 
for every element Y(Z) of %7(z) when W(k), F) : (f(z), g(z)) + (h(z), h(z)). 
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There exists a unique transformation W(p, 0) of s(O) into S(v) which is bounded 
by one, which satis$es the identity 
(W), W)), (44, +4))cs(rn) 
- ((4 [1 - d4lf (474 Cl + cp”(41 &Ns MJ4, +4>>8Cd 
= <f (x)9 u(x)> 
for every element (u(z), v(x)) of e?(v), and which satisfies the identity 
<hW +I) = <f(4, Q [l + d4144) 
for every polynomial r(x) with vector coefients when 
W(% 4 : (fM de> --+ VW &a* 
The transformations W(9, v) and W(y,, 6) are adjoints. 
We also use another form of the same theorem. 
THEOREM 9. Let Z($)b e a g iven space, let .8(B) be a corresponding space 
such that 
B(4 = - P - Ib(x>l/[l + e41, 
and let 9(e) be the overlapping space of 2(B). Then there exists a unique trans- 
formation W(0, 4) of S(#) into L?(e) which is bounded by one, which sutzk$es the 
identity 
((Cl - Wlf(4, [I - B*Wl &h (44, WEB) 
- (VW &4 - %)), tub), v(z))hB) = <f(d> u(z)> 
for every element (u(z), v(z)) of 9(B), and which satisjes the identity 
W4 G9) = - (f(.4, [l - WI M) 
for every element Y(X) of q(z) when W(e; $) : (f(x), g(z)) -+ (h(z), h(z)). There 
exists a unique transformation W($, t3) of B(B) into b(#) which is bounded by one, 
which satisfies the identity 
WW, W), (~(4, vW>m 
- a- 4 [1 - dwlf (4, tr [1 + It*@)1 Lm, 044, vc4D-m 
= - (f(4,44> 
for ewmy element (u(z), W(Z)) of B(4), and which sutisfiRF the identity 
<W, 49) = - <f (4, !z [1 + +)I r(4) 
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for every polynomial r(x) with vector coefficients when 
W($, 4 : (f (4 g(d) + (44, W). 
The transformations W(0, #) and W(#, 0) are &joints. 
Consider spaces 9(v) and PO(#) h h w ic are related as in Theorem 1. If 
(f(x),g(z)) belongs to b(v) and if (u(z), v(z)) belongs to S(#), then 
<(f (4, d4>, (64 44, - ?J*c4 +4Drcd 
- <([f(z) -f (We> %e) +f (W, (9J(4 M4 - e91/~~ 
- T*(d CM4 + f4omrc,, 
= ((f (4, g(4), (944 N47 - V*(s) v(4)hd 
- ((f (4, g(4), (944 I44 - @>I - #Y, - v*c4 44 
- kJ*G4 - SW ~69/~hd 
= C(f(4, g(4), (Cd4 + 691 fw> [P*c4 - WI 4whm) 
= 24(O) f (0). 
Let (fn(4 g,(x)) be th e e 1 ements of J?(q) defined inductively by fo(z) = f (2) 
and g,,(z) = g(z) and by 
fn+1(4 = [fn(d -fmP)l/~9 &+I(4 = a&> + fn(0) 
for every n = 0, 1,2 ,... . Let (u,(z), 42)) be the elements of &(r,4) defined 
inductively by 242) = u(2) and q(z) = v(2) and by 
%+,W = b&4 - %dw~~ %,I64 = wzcd + %(O> 
for every n = 0, 1, 2 ,... . On iterating the last identity we obtain 
((f (49 g(4), (944 443 - P*(x) v(4))&) 
- ((f&)9 g&4), (44 44, - F”(4 v&4))&) 
= 2(&a, + e-0 + 6~-1aT-1) 
for every r = 1,2, 3 ,,.., iff(z) = C a# and u(2) = C b,~n. It follows that 
the estimate 
holds for every r. So the pairing (f(z), u(2)) is defined whenf(z) is in ..V(~J) 
and g(z) is in P(4). 
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THEOREM 10. Let U(y) and A?(#) be given spaces such that 
d4 $44 = 1 = VW d4- 
Then there exists a unique transformation W(#, 9) of G(q) into G”(#), which is 
bounded by one, which satis$es the identity 
Wc4f (4 - +*64 d4h w9~+9))b(tb) 
WW, Wh (+-G 44))m = Xf (4, +4> 
for every element (u(z), a(z)) of 6($), and which satisfies the identity 
N4 $44) = - (f(4, VW P(Z)> 
for every polynomial p(z) when W(#, sj) : (f(z), g(z)) -+ (h(x), k(x)). There 
exists a unique transformation W(y, 4) of d($) into d(q), which is bounded by 
one, which suti.$es the identity 
<(&)f (4, - pl*(4 g(4), (44, ~(4))&) 
- W4, Wh W4 44)>sc,, = Wt4 44) 
for every element (u(z), v(z)) of E(v), and which sutisjes the identity 
W4, ~(4) = - <f (4, ~(4 ~(4) 
for every polynomial p(z) with vector coeficients when 
The transformations W(gL, v) and W(p, 4) are adjoints. Let .X(B) be the space 
such that 
W = 11 - d4l/[l + d41 = - P - vW1/[1 +WI 
and let S(0) be the overlapping space of 2(B). If (f(x), g(z)) is an element of 
B(q) such that f (z) belongs to U(z), ;f 
WC4 VI : (f (4, g(4) -+ (447 44)9 
and if 
then 
WW, 4 : (44, %4> -+ (44, &N, 
Wh d : (f (4, g(4) -+ (h(z), k(4). 
Theorem 3 now gives information about wave limits. 
THEOREM 11. In Theorem 2 assume that there exists a nonzero power series 
X(Z) with complex coefficients such that x(z) and x(z) #(z) represent bounded 
functions in the unit disk. Then the range of the adjoint W* of the wave limit 
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W = W( U, V) contains every element h of Z’ such that Ph is of the form 
(f($, g(4) withf (4 in q($ 
These elements in the range of W* belong to the absolutely continuous 
component of the spectrum of U. If U is a unitary transformation in a Hilbert 
space and if f and g are elements of #, there exists a function ~(0) = p( f, g, 0) 
which is of bounded variation, 0 < 6 < 277, such that 
(iPf, g) = [f e-ins dp(8) 
for every integer n. The function is uniquely determined by f and g except 
for an added constant and a choice of values at discontinuities. An element f of 
the Hilbert space is said to be absolutely continuous with respect to U if 
y( f, g, 0) is an absolutely continuous function of 0 for every element g of the 
Hilbert space. This condition is satisfied if the nondecreasing function 
p( f, f, 0) is absolutely continuous. The elements of the Hilbert space which 
are absolutely continuous with respect to U form a closed vector subspace 
which reduces U. Absolute continuity is related to square summability in 
the canonical model. 
THEOREM 12. Let C?(T) be a given space and let U be the unitary transforma- 
tiopl 
lJ : (f(4 g(4) -+ (Cfc4 -f m/7 &4 i-f@>) 
in a(,). An element (f(z),g(z)) of C?(T) is absolutely continuous with respect 
to U iff (2) belongs to w(x). Assume that there exzSts a nonzero power series x(z) 
with complex coeficients uch that x(z) and x(z) q(z) represent functions bounded 
by one in the unit disk. Then the set of elements (f(z), g(x)) of 8’(v) withf(z) in 
%7((z) is dense in the set of elements which are absolutely continuous with respect 
to u. 
See Birman and I?ntina [5] and Kuroda [6] for other recent results in the 
perturbation theory of the absolutely continuous spectrum. Our method is 
similar to theirs in being a stationary approach to the perturbation problem. 
But it differs in technical detail since we avoid the awkward boundary value 
concept for operator valued analytic functions. Our method also raises a 
question which does not arise in other contexts. Is the conclusion of Theo- 
rem 4, and hence the conclusion of Theorem 11, valid when the &)-hypo- 
thesis is omitted ? A remarkable theory would then emerge since no hypothesis 
is made on the perturbation. But there seems to be no evidence at the present 
time to indicate that it is incorrect. On the other hand we are confident that 
the stronger theorem does not have an easy proof if true. This seems to be an 
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issue which, like the question of existence of invariant subspaces, cannot 
be settled by current techniques. Several equivalent formulations of the 
problem can be given. We give one in which it becomes a matter of polynomial 
approximation. 
THEOREM 13. Let U(q) be a given space, let 
B(4 = [l - d4l/U + &4 
and let T be multiplication by B(x) as a transformation in U(s). Then the over- 
Zapping space Y(O) of X(B) is contained in 8(2 + 2B) and the inclusion 
does not increase norms. The orthogonal complement in 9(2 + 2B) of the 
polynomials which belong to Y(2 + 2B) is contained isometrically in 3’(O) 
and coincides with the orthogonal complement in A?(O) of the elements of 8(d) 
in the range of 1 + T*. 
The results of the paper are an extension of the second author’s thesis [7]. 
We thank James Rovnyak for reading the manuscript and verifying the 
arguments. 
PROOF OF THEOREM 1. Let 3?(B) be the space such that 
B(2) = [l - d41/[1 + v-G)1 =- [1 - &41/P + $641. 
If L(s) is in 9(v), then 
[l + WI w = [I - &)I tw W) 
belongs to 3?(B). It follows that #(2)L(x) belongs to 9($) and that 
II t44 W Ilsw = II [l + BWI WI IIB = II W b(o) . 
So the transformation L(2) --t $(2)15(z) is an isometry of Y(y) into U(4). 
A similar argument will show that the transformation L(2) + 942)L(2) 
takes 5?($) isometrically into Z(y). Since these transformations are inverses, 
each is onto. 
We show that the transformation 
(f (4,&)) + ([f (4 - cp(4 wvf(o)l/~> &d - v*w W)f (0)) 
is unitary in 8(q). Since 
Uf(4 -~(2>~(O)f(0)1/2,2g(x) --cp*(4w9fm 
= Km> --fewer ?d4 +f (0)) 
- bw - (P(O)1 !w)f (w? b*(z) + doll vvv(oN 
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where the series 
(Ed4 - 9mlC/~~ [v*w + do)1 4 
belongs to S(v) for every vector c, the transformation is everywhere defined 
in b(v). Since the identity 
a?(O) =Km), g(4), (W> - 9@>1 c/z, [F*(d + do)1 4hd 
holds for every element (f(x),g(z)) of b(y), the transformation is isometric 
in 6’(p). A similar argument will show that the transformation 
(fc4, L?(4) + we4 - 544 vJ(O) L?(O), W) - v*w Jim dW4 
is everywhere defined and isometric in B(q). Since these transformations 
are inverses, each is unitary. 
If (f(z),g(z)) is a given element of CT?(~), define elements (fn(z),gn(z)) of 
C?(P) inductively byf&) = f(z) and g,,(z) = g(z) and by 
L&+1(4 = 4&4 - 44 4(O) &NY 
gn+&) y k&4 - 9J*w $(O) &PW 
for n = 0, 1,2,... . Since f,(z) belongs to P’(v) for every n and since 
Ilh(4 IL&) G II M4,&>) Ilrb, = II w4&N ILm > 
the series $(z)fJz) belongs to U($) for every n and 
for every n, the pair (+(z)f(z), - #*(z)g(z)) belongs to b(#) and 
So the transformation (f(z), g(z)) -+ (#(z)f(z), - #*(a) g(a)) takes b(q) 
into &(#I) and does not increase norms. A similar argument will show that the 
trsnsformation (f(z), g(z)) + (&)f(z), - y*(a) g(z)) takes ~(I,!J) into C?(T) 
and does not increase norms. Since these transformations are inverses, each 
ia onto. 
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PROOF OF THEOREM 2. The theorem is a generalization of Theorem 10 
in the appendix of [8]. As in the proof of that theorem, there exists a bounded 
transformation J of &? into %, with adjoint J* taking 9 into 2, such that 
1 - u* I’ = 2J”QqO) J
for some invertible operator 4(O) an d such that the ranges of 4(O) + g(O) and 
g(O) J are orthogonal to the kernel of J*. By the theorem there exist 
spaces P(p) and 9(#), related as in Theorem 1, such that the transformation 
h -+ C,“=s J?Pkx~ is a partial isometry of X onto Y(y) and such that the 
transformation h --f C,“=s I/J(O) JVVz P is a partial isometry of X onto Z(4). 
These partial isometries have the same kernel, which is the set of elements h 
of ~&such that Unh = Vnh for every n = 1,2, 3,... . The desired transforma- 
tions P and Q are given by 
P : h -+ ze ]Unh.zn, f JU-l-nhz’j 
i 9Z=O 
Q : h -+ to+(O) JVhz”, f #(O) JV-l-nhzn). 
TWO 
The stated properties of the transformations are easily verified. 
PROOF OF THEOREM 3. See Theorem 1 of [7]. 
PROOF OF THEOREM 4. See Theorem 3 of [7]. 
PROOF OF THEOREM 5. The pair 
(a4 + s [l - 9441[1 +WMO), kc@ - 4 P + ?J*@)lP + m9ldw/4 
= km> + g(O), lx4 - dw~> 
- (‘i- L-d4 + SW [1 + ml g(O), Q F?J*cJ> - W)l [l + wul g(W) 
belongs to b(v) whenever (f(z), g(z)) belongs to d(v), and 
II w4 &N Ilhd - II WC4 + 4 [l - &)I [1 + ml g(O), 
W) - ii u + v*(41 [1 + w91dw/4 II&d 
= II w4> g(4) Ilib, 
- II kfc4 + L?(O), iI&) - geY/4 Ikd 
+ 2 ReW(4 + g(O), M4 - go 
(+ b(4 + s9lP + m91g(0)9 ii [v*M - 9w)l[1 + &91gw4>8c,, 
- II (4 bP(4 + s91 u + 4O)l g(O), 
* F?J*e> - owl [I + WV1 m/4 llhd 
= 2 Ret(O) P + &YgP) -g(O) P + N91 B.[dO) + I(O)1 U + BP)lAO) 
= m [I + WI P + m91 g(O)* 
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If (f(x), g(z)) is a given element of 6(y), define elements (f,(z), g,(x)) of 
r-F(v) inductively by&(x) = f(z) and go(z) = g(z) and by 
h+1(4 = dk4 + 4 [1 - d41 [1 + m)l &am 
&+1(4 = b&4 - t 11 + cp*(41[1 +wN&v9~1~ 
for n = 0, I,2 ,... , If - [l + B*(z)] g(z) = C unz”, then 
P + W41 fn+d4 = 41 + W41 f&4 - W4 a, 
and 
llui(4>&(4) II&d = II(f(~),g(4) llhl, + I a0 l2 + *-- + I @n-1 I2 
for every n = 1,2,3 ,... . Since [l + B(z)]f,(z) belongs to A?(B) and since 
II [I + m4lf44 IIB = IIfn(4 Ilad G II M4? .&N ILW 
for every n, the pair ([l + B(x)]f(z), - [l + B*(z)]g(z)) belongs to 9(B) 
and 
II@ + B(z)lf(z), - L1 + B*(2)ld2)) b(B) G 11 h%>,da)) hd - 
We show that the transformation which takes (f(z),g(z)) into 
([Jw -fuw/X - CJW - WY 11 + w)l-ff@)/~~ 
%(4 - ~“c4f@) - [1 - B*(x) W)1[1 + wl-‘f(o>) 
is unitary in .9(B). Since 
(m4 -f&w~ Q44 - B*mf(w 
belongs to 9(B) h w enever (f(z), g(z)) belongs to O(B) and since 
w-w - WI 4% [1 - B*(4 B(O)1 4 
belongs to 9(B) for every vector c, the transformation is everywhere defined 
in .9(B). It is isometric because 
II Uf(4 -fvw - PC4 - WI P + qO>1-‘f(O>/~, 
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+ II ww - W)l [1 + wr’fw~, 
[1 - B”(2) W0)1[1 +ww~o)) IIkB) 
= II (f(4,gW II&(B) - If(o) I2 + 2 RefP) l? + &W1 @W(o) 
+m D + 4w P - Jw) W)l P + wol-‘f(o) 
= II Lf(4,&N Ilk?) . 
The transformation which takes (f(z), g(z)) into 
WC4 - B@)g(O) - P - 44 m)l r.1 + mwldO)~ 
Lf(4 -ml/~ - P*(z) - Jwl P + wr1m/4 
is isometric for the same reason. Since these transformations are inverses, 
each is unitary in 9(B). 
Since 1 + B(z) has a reciprocal in the algebra of formal power series with 
operator coefficients, every element of 9(B) is of the form 
a1 + %4lf(~)~ - [1 + B*(Nl g(4) 
wheref(z) and g(z) are formal power series with vector coefficients: Define 
pairs U&h gn( z o 1) f f ormal power series with vector coefficients inductively 
bfd4 = f(4 and g&> = d4 and by 
fn+&) = ex4 + &&(O), &a+&) =k&d - &dW~ 
for 12 = 0, 1, 2,... . By the results of the last paragraph, 
01 + ~(4lf?aG4> - [1+ B*wl LLW 
belongs to 9(B) for every n and 
I/ ([I + B(z)lf,(2), - [1 + B*(2)l kd2)) b(B) 
= 11 (L1 + B(2)lf(2), - L1 + B*(2)1 d2>) b(B) ’ 
By the definition of L@(B), [l + B(z)]f,(z) belongs to A?(B) for every n and 
11 [1 + B(2)1f22) IIB < /I ([I + B(2)1f(49 - [1 + B*(2)1 d2)> IbiB, * 
Since the transformation L(2) -+ [l + B(z)] L(2) takes Z(cp) isometrically 
onto X(B), f,,(z) belongs to P(~J) for every n and 
i1.hd2) b?;e(d < II (11 + B(2)1f(4, - [l + B*t2)1 d2)) lb(B) . 
So (f(2), g(2)) belongs to S(v) by the definition of the space and 
II cfc43 &4 II&, G II (P + w4lf(~), - [1 + B*(41 g(4) IISCB) ’ 
The theorem follows. 
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PROOF OF THEOREM 6. By the definition of an overlapping space, Y(8) 
is contained in Y(1) = U(z) and the inclusion does not increase norms. By 
the definition of the extension spaces, C?(T) is contained in b( 1) and the inclu- 
sion does not increase norms. It follows that the elements of b(v) are pairs 
(fc49g( 1) f q z o s uare summable power series. 
If (f(z), g(z)) belongs to 8”(v) and if g(z) = C unzn, then 
z”f(z) + uozn-l + .*- + ufl-1 
belongs to Y(p) for every n= 1,2,3,.,., and 
II zw4 + 4?-l + **- + %8-l Il2%w G II (.m, g(z)) Ilrccp, *
By the definition of an overlapping space, 
zv3(z)f(z) + B(i) (a#-l + --* + an-l) 
belongs to Z(B) for every n = 1,2,3 ,..., and 
II zWz)f(z) + B(z) (w~--l+ *** + %-1) 11; + I a, I2 + ‘.. + I an-1 I2 
G II m&&N Ike) - IIf64 112. 
By the arbitrariness of n, (B(z)f(z), -g(z)) belongs to 9(B) and 
II WV@), -g(z)) II kz) Q II (f(~)~&N II:b, - Ilfcd II”. 
If on the other hand (f(z), g( z )) is a p air of square summable power series 
such that (B(z)f(z), -g(z)) belongs to 9(B) and if g(z) = C u,zn, then 
zW(z)f(z) + B(z) (a@-l + *** + a,,) belongs to H(B) and 
so z”f(z) + u&P-l + *** + a,, belongs to -Eo(cp) by the definition of an 
overlapping space and 
11 z”f(z) + uozn-’ + *** + h-1 II&(,, < II (W).m), -&N IILY) + IlfW l12. 
By the arbitrariness of 11, (f(z), g(z)) belongs to c?(p) and 
II LfWgW) II:(.) G II M4fw~ -g(4) IIkB) + Il.@) l12. 
The theorem follows. 
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PROOF OF THEOREM 7. By Theorem 6, S maps the set of elements 
(f(z),g(z)) of &(0) with f(x) = 0 isometrically onto the set of elements 
(/z(x), K(z)) of g(B) with h(z) = 0, and S acts as minus the identity trans- 
formation on this set. Since S does not increase norms, S* maps the set of 
elements (.f(z), g(x)) of g(B) with f(z) = 0 isometrically onto the set of 
elements (h(z), K(x)) of s(0) with h(z) = 0, and S* acts as minus the identity 
transformation on this set. It follows that S maps the set of elements 
LIP% g(4) of JV) such that llf(4 I/Hs) = II UC+ g(4) /Im into the set of 
elements (h(z), K(z)) of g(B) such that II 44 IIB = II W$ W)) lb(~) .
And S* maps the set of elements (f(z), g(z)) of g(B) such that 
Il.174 IIB = II (f(d,g(.+ Ilsm into the set of elements (44,44) of E(e) 
such that /j h(x) Ii 9(e) = II v44,W) Ilm * 
We now apply the theory of minimal decompositions with respect to 
Z(B). (See [9] and the proof of Theorem 3.) If h(x) is in Z(B) and if 
is the minimal decomposition of h(z) as an element of U(z) withf(z) in Z(B) 
and g(a) in U(z), then g(z) is in Z(e) and the identity 
<W), w 44) = <m, fw -wh = (g(4, -w)) 
holds for every element L(a) of P(f?). It follows that 
@(4 w4 Jw) = <f(4, fw W)) + ew d4 Jw -w) 
= (44, 44) + w4 g(4, w4 Jw) 
= cd4 Jwhzw 
for every element L(z) of P(S). So g( z is the element of .Y(0) which is ) 
obtained from h(z) under the adjoint of the transformation L(z) -+ B(z) L(z) 
taking s(B) into Z(B). Note that 
II 44 II: = IlfC4 II: + 2 RQW, W&D, + II JWg(4 II; 
= IlfW Iii + 2 IId4 II2 + II fwg(4 IG 
= II 4d II2 + llg(4 ll2spw * 
Let (f(z), g(x)) be any element of g(B) such that 
Ilf(4 IIB = II M4, &a Ihi, 
and let S* : (f(z), g(z)) -+ (h(z), K(z)). If (U(Z), V(Z)) is any element of s(e), 
then 
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by the definition of the adjoint. Since 11 h(z) IIzpcs) = 11 (h(z), K(z)) II8(e) ,
the identity can be written 
++)Y u(z>>S’(0) = (fk), B(z) +)>B * 
Since u(z) is an arbitrary element of A?(B), 
f(4 = LfM - B(4 &)I + fw 44 
is the minimal decomposition of f(z) as an element of U(z) with 
f(z) - B(x) h(x) in X(B) and h(z) in U(z). By the results of the last 
paragraph, 
Ilfc4 Ii = II&) II2 + II 44 IIke) * 
It follows that 
11 (f(x)~g(x)) /l%(B) = I/u&> Ii2 + iI (&)? +)) Iii(O) * 
Since the identity holds also in the casef(z) = 0, it follows for all elements 
clv4 g(4) of W). 
If R(0) is the transformation 
W), g(4) + ([f(4 -.mlk %(4 - B*wP)) 
in 9(B), then the adjoint R(O)* of R(0) in 9(B) is the transformation 
(f(4, g(4) -+ WC4 - %4 g(O), LA4 - m1/4. 
If S(0) is the transformation 
w4 L?(4) -+ w4 -f(w~~ %(4 +fw 
in c?(e), then the adjoint S(O)* of S(0) is the transformation 
cf(J4, g(4) + MC4 + g(O), Lid4 - ml/~)~ 
It is easily verified that R(O)* S = A’S(O)*. It follows that S*R(O) = S(O)&‘*. 
PROOF OF THEOREM 8. We define generalized inner products (f(x), g(z))T , 
r = 0, 1, 2 )...) for power series f(z) = C u,zn and g(z) = C b,zn such that 
the partial sums s, = &,a,, + .a* + &na, are bounded. The definition is 
<f(4, gWT = Lim h-., . 
Note that (f(z), g(z)), = (f(z), g(z)) and that 
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For every Y we define a transformation 2,. of b(y) into 9(B) by 
G : cm, km) -+ VW, W) 
if the identity 
holds for every element (U(Z), V(Z)) of S(B). Let (f%(z), g%(z)) be the elements 
of b(g) defined inductively by fs(z) =f(z) and g,(z) = g(z) and by 
fn+1(4 =LM4 -fnPw~ &+,c4 = %&> +hm 
for n = 0, 1, 2 ,... . Let (U,(X), V,(Z)) be the elements of .9(B) defined induc- 
tively by U,,(Z) = U(Z) and q,(x) = V(Z) and by 
%+I(4 = b444 - %&91l~> %,I(4 = %@4 - B*(z) %aw 
for n = 0, 1, 2 ,... . Then the identity reads 
w~)~ W), w>, 4w9(B) 
= LimW + WI f,-,+1(4, - [1 + B*Wl gn-r+d4h 
(%-T+d4r %-&~) > a 03) - 
By Theorem 7, 
I ((44, &a% M4, WW>9@0 I 
G II (f(4, g(4) II&Q) j-2 II (%&h e),(4) IIS@) 
G II (f(49d4) Ilrw II s*o4 4 II&(e) - 
It follows that there exists at least one element (p(z), q(z)) of B(B) such that 
(h(z), K(z)) = (B(z)p(z), - q(z)) and such that 
II (PW, !m llsm G II cm), km) II&) * 
Note that 
<(2W - WW), w-4 - K(O)l/2),(u(2),w(2))>ecB, 
= (W4, W)), UW -WI/% 42) -B*@) WDacB) 
= Lim(([l + Wl.L,+I(49 - P + ~*@)lgn,+&dh 
b47+.,w* %-++ac?mm - 
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It follows that 
G4 : (e4 + g(O), W) - dW) --+ WC4 - w W), w> - wm~>~ 
By Theorem 7 there is a unique choice of (p(z), q(z)) such that 
G3 : (f&)9 &I(4) + PC4 P&4 - 4nc4) 
for every n = 0, I,2 ,..., where (p,(z), qn( x )) are the elements of 8((e) defined 
inductively by p,(z) = p(z) and q&z) = q(z) and by 
Pn+&) = b&> - IJn(w~~ !&+I(4 = ?I&) + A(O)- 
We take this choice of (p(x), q(z)) for the action of FV(e, 9’) on (f(z), g(s)). 
The transformation lV(e, p) is bounded by one by construction and the 
identity 
<([l + WIfn(4> - [1 + B*wl &zw, b4~~9 44D9m) 
- m4 P&4 - 4n(4), (44 f4e)h?~ = &M, 49x 
holds for every element (u(a), w(z)) of 9(B), n = 0, 1,2,..., when 
Y4 4 : (f(@P g(4) --+ (P(Z), !d~N* 
When 
u(z) = [B(z) - B(O)] c/z and W(X) = [l - B*(2) B(O)] c 
for some vector c, we obtain 
The identity can be written 
f.Pn(O) = u-x4, [l + w41 c>, *
An equivalent identity is 
<PC4 czn> =<f(4, [l + w41 cx”>. 
It follows that 
<PW l(4) = <f(4 [l + w41 w> 
for every polynomial Y(Z). The identity follows for every element Y(X) of V(z) 
once we show that the generalized inner product is defined and is continuous 
in the metric of w(z). 
To see this, note that the spaces %?(a) = 9’(l) and 9(v) are contained 
in -Ep(l + v) and that the inclusions do not increase norms. (See the proof of 
Theorem 1 in the appendix of [8].) Since l/[l + p(z)] = Q [l + B(z)], the 
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transformation Y(Z) - $ [l + R(z)] ( ) r z is an isometry of Z(l + p’) onto 
Y(l/[l + ~1). So the transformation y(a) + 4 [l +- B(z)] r(z) takes U(z) into 
2(1/[1 + 91) and does not increase norms. But iff(z) = C u,#’ is in T(q) 
and if g(z) = C b,zn is in Z( li[l + p]), then 
1 Boa, -j- **. + &Pn I < llf(4 kY(1+m) II&) Il3o(l/[l+aJl) * 
So the generalized inner product (f(s), g(x)) is defined and 
It follows that the generalized inner product (f(z), [I + B(x)] r(x)) is 
defined when f ( z is in P’(q) and r(z) is in V(x) and that ) 
I cm [l + W)l y(4) I e 2 IIf IIPbP) II G) II > 
which gives the continuity required to complete the argument of the last 
paragraph. 
We now make a change of notation. If (f(z), g(a)) is in b(y) and if 
wet p’) : (f(4, g(d) -+ v44~ &a 
then the identities 
<([I + f+d]f(~), - [1 + B*(x)] gb>), tB(d u(z)~ - V(z>)>9(B) 
- <(B(z) h(z), - k(4), (B(a) u(z), - zt(x)))P(B) = (f(d B(z) U(d) 
and 
<44,44> = w4, [l + B(4144> 
are known to hold for every element (U(Z), V(Z)) of 8(O). By Theorems 5 and 6 
we can conclude that 
((44, k(4), (44, +Wcm) 
- ((f(4, g(4), (B P - d4144, s [1 + v*ca 44Dscd 
= cm, 44>* 
We now make another change of notation. Let W*(O, p’) be the adjoint 
transformation taking s(O) into b(v). If (f(x),g(z)) is in Q(e) and if 
w*(e, d : (f(4, g(4) --t vw kw 
then the identity 
((44 k(4), (44 44Dac,, 
= ((5 d, we, 9)) (up 4h) 
= <f@), u(z)> + q: [I - +)lf(4> + [1 + v*k41 da, w4, e4))m 
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holds for every element (U(X), V(Z)) of a(v). Let ( fn(z), g,(s)) be the elements 
of a(e) defined inductively by fO(x) = f(x) and go(x) = g(z) and by 
fn+M = L&(4 -.w>l/~~ &,I(4 = %%dz> +.fTdo> 
for n = 0, 1, 2,... . Let (h,(z), k,(z)) be the elements of C?(T) defined induc- 
tively by h,(z) = h(z) and K,(z) = K(z) and by 
k+&) = P&4 - Mw~~ &x+,(4 = &(4 + 40) 
for n = 0, 1, 2 ,... . A similar argument will show that the identity 
m(4, Ma (44 44)>8(,) 
holds for every element (U(X), V(Z)) of a(,). When 
44 = s M4 - do)1 C/Z and WC4 =8 kP*cd + ?@>I c 
for some vector c, we obtain 
&z(O) - ; q1 + q(O)1 g,(O) = CL@& it h44 - do)1 +>n *
On replacing n by n + 1, we obtain 
ok = <fn(4, t [1 + PC41 ch . 
It follows that 
Since c and n are arbitrary, the identity 
(444@ = (f(434 [l + d4144) 
holds for every polynomial r(z) with vector coefficients. 
PROOF OF THEOREM 9. The proof is obtained by making obvious changes 
in the proof of Theorem 8. 
PROOF OF THEOREM 10. The proof uses the generalized inner products 
defined in the proof of Theorem 8. For every r = 0, 1,2,..., we define a 
transformation 2, of b(y) into B(#) in th e unique way such that the identity 
mGw4~ - #*cd g(4), W>? 44Dw 
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holds for every element (U(Z), V(Z)) of d(#) when 
G : (fW9 g(d) - (447 W). 
Let (fn(z), g,(z)) be the elements of&(p) defined inductively byf,(x) =f(x) 
and g,,(z) = g(x) and by 
for every tt = 0, 1,2 ,... . Let (Us, ~~(a)) be the elements of B(4) defined 
inductively by U,,(X) = U(Z) and o,,(x) = V(Z) and by 
for every n = 0, 1,2 ,... . Then the definition reads 
<W), k(4), (44, +wtm 
= Lim+fWf,.++d4, - $*td gn-7+d2)), @n-7+~(49 ~n-~+~Wh) - 
By Theorem 1, 
I ww, W), (44, +4)>scr, I G II (.A49 d-4) IlSCd IIM4 $4 b(r) - 
By the arbitrariness of (u(z), w(2)), 
II w4~ 43 Ilr(r) G II w4 &N llm * 
So the transformation 2,. is bounded by one. Note that 
We now take t = 0 and define the action of W(+, p’) on (j(a), g(x)) to coincide 
with the action of 2, . Let (&(2), k,(z)) be the elements of &‘(#) defined induc- 
tively by h,,(s) = h(2) and k,(z) = k(x) and by 
for every tz = 0, 1, 2 ,... . Then 
43 : ( fnc4, g&N + @&)9 44) 
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for every n. Consider the identity 
<M4fn+&4 - +*64 g”+l(4), (449 ~W>rcs) 
- wL+lM k+,W, (44. W>,(d = Xfn+d4 44>n+, 
when u(z) = 4 [#(z) - 4(O)] c/z and V(Z) = 4 [4*(z) + #(MO)] c for some 
vector c. It then reads 
An equivalent identity is 
%(O) = - (f&q, #J(2) c>, * 
The identity can also be written 
<&), c-6 = - (f(4, VW cz”>. 
By the arbitrariness of c and 11, the identity 
<w, I+>> = - <fW w P(4) 
holds for every polynomial p(2) with vector coefficients. 
The transformation W(p), +!J) taking &‘(#) into b(v) is defined in a similar 
way. An obvious use of Theorem 1 will show that W(y, #) and W(#, p’) 
are adjoints. Let (f(z), g(z)) b e an element of b(v) such that f(2) belongs 
to W(2), let 
and let 
VA 4 : (4a 7-w) -+ w4~ k(4)- 
If (s(o), t(2)) is in B(#), then by Theorems 8 and 9 we can conclude that 
(v44, Wh W), WDdd 
= - <I((4,44) 
+ (uw 442 - P)(4), (P - %4144, [I - B*wl WhB) 
= - ow44) - UC+ [l - J3(4144) 
+ (([l + wlfG4~ - [1 + B*(4l&N> 
([l - Wls(4, [l - B*wl W>,(B, 
= - Xf@), +a + <W)f(4, - 4*(4&N, w4 WDaw 
if we can show that 
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In this case we have W($, y) : (U(Z), v(z)) -+ (h(z), K(z)). It remains to show 
that the last identity holds for every element s(z) of .9’(#). An equivalent 
identity is 
<44,+4) = U(4, [1 - w41 W), 
where V(X) = 2f(z) - U(Z). We show that the identity holds for every 
element s(z) of Z(4) if f( ) x an v x are square summable power series such d ( ) 
that the identity holds whenever s(z) is a square summable power series. 
To see this consider the spaces S(p-r) and -VP(&) such that $1(z) = 1 + 4(z) 
and ~r(z)$r(x) = 1 = #r(z) or. By the first part of the proof there 
exist adjoint transformations Wv4 ,R) taking 4~~) into ~Wd and 
Yvl , ~4) taking &($I) into 4~4, and they are bounded by one. It is easily 
seen from the above discussion that W(Q , zJr) is isometric on elements 
cm>> L?(4) of 64) such that f(z) is a polynomial. Since V(z) is contained 
in 6p($r) and since the inclusion does not increase norms, ?V(vr ,1,4r) is 
isometric on elements (f(x),g(x)) of &(I,$) such thatf(z) belongs to V(z). 
In this case the relation W(Q , #r) : (f(z), g(x)) + (h(x), K(x)) implies the 
relation I$‘($, , vr) : (h(z), K(x)) + (f(z), g(z)). But we have shown that the 
identities 
hold for every element (u(z), U(Z)) of 8(h). It follows thatf(z) is an element 
of -wh> and A( x is an element of S(& such that the identity 1 
w4,44> = - CfM v-d4 44) 
holds for every element U(Z) of b($,). S ince 9(v1) is contained in U(x) and 
since or = B [l - B(z)],f(z) and h( z are square summable power series ) 
such that the identity 
W), +a = - ma it [1 - %4144> 
holds for every element U(Z) of 6p(#1). Since %7(z) is contained in 9(#1), 
f(z) is an arbitrary element of U(z) and h(z) is the element of U(x) obtained 
fromf(z) by requiring that the last identity hold for every element u(z) of 
V(x). Since L?(4) is contained in 9(1/r), the series h(z) so obtained fromf(z) 
satisfies the same identity for every element U(Z) of 9($). The identity needed 
at the close of the last paragraph follows on making a change of notation. 
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PROOF OF THEOREM 11. The transformation lV(e, v) of Theorem 8 
takes elements (f(x), g(x)) of C?(P) such thatf(z) = 0 into elements (U(Z), V(Z)) 
of 6’(e) such that U(Z) = 0, and the transformation is isometric on this set. 
The adjoint transformation W(q, I!?) takes elements (U(Z), V(Z)) of a(0) such 
that U(Z) = 0 into elements (f(x), g(z)) of 6(~) such thatf(z) = 0, and the 
transformation is isometric on this set. It follows that the transformation 
W(e, p’) takes elements (f(x), g(z)) of C?(T) such that 
IIf lIhJ) = !I (f(4,gW l/m 
into elements (U(Z), V(Z)) of s(e) such that 
II 44 Il2m) = II (497 44) llrcs, + 
In this case iff(z) belongs to V(x), then IIf IIg(P(m) = II h(x) IIS(~) by Theo- 
rem 3. It follows that 
Il(f(49 &a Ilrcm, = II M4744) I/r(e) *
So W(6, y) is isometric on elements (f(z),g(z)) of b(v) such that f(x) 
belongs to V(Z). For the same reason W(0, #) is isometric on elements 
(s(x), t(z)) of a($) such that S(Z) belongs to P(Z). By Theorem 4 the hypotheses 
imply that a dense set of elements of s(e) are of the form W(B, $) (s, t) with 
S(Z) in V(Z). It follows that the adjoint transformation W($, 0) is an isometry 
of a(0) into J’(#). Al so, if W(#, 0) : (U(Z), V(Z)) + (s(x), t(z)), then S(Z) belongs 
to the closure in 9’(#) of the square summable elements of Y(4). So if 
(f(z), g(x)) is an element of S(y) such thatf(z) belongs to %‘(a), if 
and if 
w(4 9’) : bw g(4) -+ (44 +h 
then by Theorem 10 we have 
Ff6 p’) : m4 ‘da + (WT W) 
where 
Another consequence of Theorem 3 is that (U(Z), V(X)) and (s(x), t(z)) depend 
only on (f(z), g(z)) and not on the choice of generalized limit used to define 
inner products. 
If h is an element of S such that Ph = (f(z), g(z)) withf(z) in U(Z), let 
h = h, + h, where h, is in the kernel of P and h, is orthogonal to the kernel 
of P. As we have seen, 
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where 
Let R = k, + k, where k, = h, and k, is the element of &“ orthogonal to the 
kernel of Q such that Qk, = (s(z), t(z)). By Theorem 2 and the proof of 
Theorem 10, 
(k, , r) = Lim( P+W, P+%) 
for every element r of &’ which is orthogonal to the kernel of P. Since k, 
depends only on h, and not on the choice of generalized limit, 
(k, ) r) = l&( Ph, , V”r). 
Since I] h, I( = j] K, 11 , we can conclude that h, is in the range of W* and that 
W : h, ---f k, . Since the kernel of P is a reducing subspace of U and V in 
which these transformations coincide, it is contained in the range of W* 
and W acts as the identity transformation on this subspace. It follows that h 
is in the range of W* and that W : h 4 k. 
PROOF OF THEOREM 12. See Theorems 6 and 7 of [7]. 
PROOF OF THEOREM 13. Let U(,,) and 9($,) be the spaces such that 
%(4 = 1 + 944 and ~(4 A(4 = 1 = t&) FJ&>. 
Since &11(z) = $ [l + B(z)], the transformation f(z) -+ Q [l + B(z)]f(z) is 
an isometry of Z(qr) onto 9(tjI). As in the proof of Theorem 8, V(z) is 
contained in 9(& and the inclusion does not increase norms. The space 
U(#,) contains every vector c since qi(z) c = [q+(x) + $$(O)] c - I&(O) c 
always belongs to 9(y1). Since the space Q(&) is invariant under the 
transformation (f(4, g(4) -+ WC4 + g(O), k(4 - dW4, the space g&4,) 
contains every polynomial with vector coefficients. Since 1 &(w) - + I < + 
for / w I < 1, the space 9(&) is contained in V(z) and the inclusion does not 
increase norms. The transformation W’(e, v) takes the set of elements (f(x), 
g(z)) of b(p) such thatf(z) = 0 isometrically onto the set of elements (h(z), 
k(z)) of &(0) such that h(z) = 0. In this case if W(0, q) : (f(z), g(z)) -+ (h(z), 
k(z)), then k(z) = [l + B*(x)] g(z). The transformation W(& , ql) takes the 
set of elements (f(z), g(z)) of g(q+) such that f(z) = 0 isometrically onto 
the set of elements (h(z), k(x)) of a(&,) such that h(z) = 0. In this case if 
then 
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It follows that lV(v, 0) takes elements (f(z), g(z)) of b(B) such that 
Ilfc-4 IIP(6) = II (f(z), &a Ilrw 
into elements (44, W) of&b,) such that II 44 Ibpu = II (44,W) I/~PL,) , 
and that W(vl , +i) takes elements (f(z), g(z)) of b(&) such that 
IIf(z) lI.v(rlJ = II cmh &a Il.mJ 
into elements (h(z), K(z)) of &‘(vi) such that 
II w Ihpl) = II v44, wf)) IlSCpJ *
Since U(z) is contained in .Y(pi) and since the transformation 
f(z) -+ [l + B(z)]f(z) takes -Ep(vi) into 9(#,), the range of 1 + T is con- 
tained in 9(1/i). We show that the range of 1 + T* is also contained in 
LZ(t,Q. Iff(z) is any given element of U(z), there exists a power series g(z) 
such that (f(z), g(z)) belongs to &‘(c&. If 
WI1 > 94 : (f(z), g(z)) + VM W), 
then h(z) belongs to U(z) and the identity 
<Wz), P(z)> = - (f(Z)> 54(z) P(z)> 
holds for every polynomial p(z) by Theorem 10. It follows that 
<Nz), tiz>> = - (f(Z)? ii P + WI +4> 
for every square summable power series r(z). So 1 + T* :f(z) + - 2/z(z) 
where h(z) belongs to 9(&). From this we see that a dense set of 
elements of L??(e) belong to .9(&). F or iff(z) is in U(z), then (1 - T*T)f 
belongs to Z(0) by the proof of Theorem 3. Since 
(1 - T*T)f= (I + T)f- (1 + T*) Tf, 
every such element belongs to -Ep(vi). Such elements are dense in Y(0) by 
the proof of Theorem 3. 
We now obtain a formula for the norm of an element f (z) of 5?(e). Let 
g(z) be the unique power series such that (f(z), g(z)) belongs to 8(e) and 
IIf Il&?w = II (f(4,&N Iluw 2 
and let 
WV, e> : (f (49 m> + VW, WN. 
By Theorem 8, h(z) is the unique power series such that the identity 
<w, W) = <f(z), 4 P + &414z)) 
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holds for every polynomial Y(Z). If W(B, ‘p) : (h(z), k(z)) -+ (u(z), U(Z)), then 
II 44 ll?z?C@) = (bw), 4% v44, ew,(,, 
= ((u(x), aa, (f(4 &wm 
= wkm> + (w4 f-44, - 44), u3~)f(4~ -- g(4Dim 
= ow, 11 + m4lfw - w9, %Mw 
+ w +w9lf(4~ - [1 + B*c4lg@))9 vwf(4~ -&)hm 
= WafW + UC49 a [1 + 9441 wM4) 
+ wwf(4, - &+4h (~(4.m - &mm 
= lIf(4 ke) + <&4&)) - M4, t [l + dcfW 
A similar formula holds for the norm of an elementf(z) of Y(#,). Let g(z) 
be the unique power series such that (f(z), g(z)) belongs to a(&) and 
llf(4 IlLf%b,) = II UT+ &a h,) 9 
and let 
WJl 9 $1) : LfM &a + @c4,4+ 
By Theorem 10, h(x) is the unique power series such that the identity 
<44> 44) = - <f(43 d4 +4) 
holds for every polynomial r(z). If W($, , yi) : (h(z), K(z)) + (U(Z), V(Z)), then 
We now compare the results of the last two paragraphs. Letf(z) be any 
element of 9(B) which belongs to 5?(&) and let g(z) be the unique power 
series such that the identity 
<&h 44) = um i [1 + da fG4) 
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holds for every polynomial r(x). We have seen that g(z) belongs to L?(p) and 
that 
We have also seen that g(z) belongs to Z(p-J and that 
Since Z(v) is contained in Z(~i) and since the inclusion does not increase 
norms, 
Since a dense set of elements of S(B) belong to Y($I), s(6) is contained in 
JZ($r) and the same inequality holds for every elementf(z) of P(O). Since the 
transformation f(z) --) 2f(z) takes 5p(&) isometrically onto 9(41/Q, P(8) is 
contained in 9(41,Q and th e inclusion does not increase norms. 
Now consider any element f(z) of ,ILP(t,,Q which is orthogonal in 9(&) 
to all polynomials. Let g(z) be the unique power series such that (f(z), g(z)) 
below to @,4,) and IbY4 Ilium,) = II UW,.&N Ibq . Then (fkh&>> 
is orthogonal in b(#,) to every element (u(x), u(z)) of &‘(I/~,) such that U(Z) 
belongs to the closure of the polynomials in P(h). This is the case if 
W(#, , vl) : (h(x), K(z)) -+ (U(Z), v(z)) where (h(z), K(z)) is an element of 
b(pr) such that f(x) belongs to F(x). By Theorem 10 we then have 
By the theory of minimal decompositions, 4 [I - y(z)]f(x) belongs to Z(y) 
and 
II !i [1 + dmw Ilkcl) = II 8 [1 - 9wlf(4 llfw + IlfM l12. 
It follows that B(x)f(z) belongs to Z(B) and that 
Sof(z) belongs to 9(O) and 
We also see that any such elementf(z) of Z(O) is orthogonal in 9(O) to the 
elements of A?(O) in the range of 1 + T*. For by the last identity it is sufficient 
to show thatf(s) is orthogonal in 9(#,) to the elements of 9(&) in the range 
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of 1 + T*. This is true because the range of 1 + T* is contained in the 
closure in 9($i) of the polynomials. 
On the other hand, let f(z) be an element of 9’(e) which is orthogonal 
in Z’(e) to the elements of Z(f?) in the range of 1 + T*. Letg(z) be the unique 
power series such that (f(z), g(z)) belongs to 8(e) and 
Ilf(4 bw = II m4&)) lls(e) * 
Then (f(z),g(z)) is orthogonal to W(0, CJJ) (u, V) whenever (U(Z), V(Z)) is an 
element of C?(P) such that u(z) belongs to U(z). It follows that 
W(R 0) : u-(4, g(4) -+ w, w 
where h(x) is an element of Z(v) which is orthogonal in 9(p) to all square 
summable elements of Z(y). By the theory of minimal decompositions, 
h(z) is orthogonal in 9(v1) to all square summable elements of U(vl). It 
follows thatf(z) is orthogonal in U(#,) to all polynomials. 
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